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Introduction

A market leader in providing
comprehensive insurance
solutions
The Swedish Club is a pioneer in providing comprehensive all-in-one
insurance solutions. As global trade increases in complexity, our mission
of offering expert assistance to our members and clients in managing
current and future risks remains at the forefront of everything we do.
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Introduction

The Swedish Club is with you at all
times, providing a full range of insurance
solutions for every area of your business.
We provide cover to some of the largest
shipowning companies in the world.
Through the Club’s comprehensive
approach and diversified offering we
have developed a level of expertise in
risk management, claims handling,
underwriting, technical services, and loss
prevention that few can match.
This expertise is reflected not only in
the effective handling and resolution
of existing claims, but also in how the

Club monitors industry developments
in order to prevent future claims and
to provide insurance solutions for new
risks. As part of our commitment to our
members we are able to assist them to
review contract terms such as charter
party riders and bill of lading terms.
We are committed to loss prevention
and communicate regularly with our
members and the market as a whole.
Our goal is to reduce marine liability
issues through the sharing of experience
and offering recommendations through
online and printed communication.

The information contained in this brochure is a general description.
For full conditions, premiums, subjects and warranties, please contact your team Underwriter.

The Swedish Club
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Increased Value Insurance/
Hull Interest Insurance
Increased Value Insurance, or Hull Interest Insurance is a property insurance which insures the full value, or
mortgage value, of a vessel and/or the additional costs of replacing a vessel if it is a total loss.
Hull Interest Insurance provides cover for part of the value of a vessel following a total loss, and provides cover for
part of the vessel’s contribution to General Average.

How does this insurance work?
Historically, Hull Interest Insurance was placed to cover
the additional costs of replacing a vessel if it was a total
loss. Such costs could include office expenses, as well as
expenses connected with finding a suitable replacement
vessel. Theoretically Hull Interest still covers such costs,
but is nowadays normally placed to cover the total value of
the vessel in case of total loss and to contribute to General
Average costs.
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Traditionally, under the ‘Marine Insurance Act’, Hull
insurance covered the market value of the ship and, at the
same time, the shipowner’s ‘insurable interest’. Any cover
in excess of market value was prohibited. Shipowners
successfully demonstrated, however, that there were
additional costs associated with replacement, beyond
market value.
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Increased Value Insurance

Who can be covered?
••Shipowners

Limits

Standard limit up to USD 50 million per event
(higher limits on request)

Deductibles
None

IMPORTANT EXCLUSIONS
••War – War Hull Interest can be purchased
separately.
••Claims not covered under H&M.

It is now recognised that the assured has an additional
insurable interest, in excess of the vessel’s market value
and in excess of the Hull insurance value. Hull Interest
cover was instituted as an excess cover, commonly known
as “Increased Value” or “Hull Interest”.
This was originally confined to Total Loss Only cover,
paying only the agreed amount when the vessel was a
total loss according to the Hull insurance cover. A limit of a
maximum insurable interest of 25% of Hull insurance value
was agreed.
When Hull and Machinery (H&M) premiums increased
significantly during the 70s and early 80s, shipowners
used Increased Value Cover to save premium costs by
covering, in part, the ship’s market value. In turn this gave
rise to a situation in which the vessel became underinsured on Hull.

As a result, Hull insurers reduced compensation for
liabilities, salvage and General Average claims to reflect
the fact that they were only covering part of the total hull
value. In order to counter this reduction in the Hull cover,
Increased Value/Hull Interest also covers ‘excess liabilities’,
i.e. the proportion reduced by the Hull insurer due to the
perceived under-insurance in the Hull cover.
The Increased Value/Hull Interest Insurance can therefore
be used to cover, in part, the vessel’s market value. It
is common for the insured value under Hull insurance,
together with the amount covered under Increased Value/
Hull Interest, to exceed market value, so as to absorb
market value fluctuations during the policy year and to
cover the mortgage value of the ship, which often is a
prerequisite from the mortgage bank.
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Increased Value Insurance

Freight Interest
Insurance
Freight Interest Insurance is a property cover which is used to
ensure that the full value, or mortgage value, of a vessel and/or the
additional costs of replacing a vessel are covered if it is a total loss.
Many shipowners cover a vessel’s market value through Hull insurance and
Increased Value/Hull Interest Insurance. In order to cover additional costs in
replacing a lost vessel - and to cover anticipated earnings on future freight Freight Interest Insurance provides the necessary protection.

How does this insurance work?
Traditionally, under the Marine Insurance Act, Hull insurance covered
the market value of the ship and, at the same time, the shipowner’s
‘insurable interest’. Any cover in excess of market value was prohibited.
Shipowners successfully demonstrated, however, that there were
additional costs associated with replacement, beyond market value. It is
now recognised that the assured has an additional insurable interest, in
excess of the vessel’s market value and in excess of the Hull insurance.
Hull Interest cover was instituted as an excess cover, commonly known
as ‘Increased Value’.
This cover was originally confined to Total Loss Only cover, only paying
the agreed amount when the vessel was a total loss according to the
Hull insurance cover. A limit of a maximum insurable interest of 25% of
Hull insurance value was agreed.
With markets providing cover for Hull and Increased Value, with a lower
premium level for the total loss element in Increased Value, shipowners
realised they could save premium costs by using Increased Value
Insurance to also cover, in part, the ship’s market value. In turn, this gave
rise to a situation in which shipowners had no access to additional cover
for the original extra costs in finding a replacement vessel.
Furthermore, it was realised that a vessel would provide income for the
shipowner throughout its lifespan. In contrast, a ship that is lost would
deprive the shipowner of this future income. In response to this problem,
many markets agreed to cover Freight Interest, on top of Hull and
Increased Value covers.
Freight Interest Insurance is a pure Total Loss Only cover. It has always
to be in excess of vessel market value. The limit is set at 25% of insured
value under the Hull insurance. Under English and American Hull
conditions, the assured has to be granted a waiver of the disbursement
warranty, which limits any excess covers to 25% of the Hull insured value.
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Increased Value Insurance

Who can be covered?
••Shipowners

Limits

Standard limit up to USD 50 million per event
(higher limits on request)

Deductibles
None

IMPORTANT EXCLUSIONS
••War – War Freight Interest can be purchased
separately.
••Claims not covered under H&M.
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Freight All
Risk Cover
A loss of earnings insurance, Freight All Risk Cover will protect
the shipowner or charterer against loss of freight payment.
When freight is not entirely pre-paid (e.g. when the freight is payable on
delivery at destination), there is exposure to an insurable interest if cargo
is lost. There may also be liabilities attached to the freight at risk. This
cover is designed to cover these risks.
Freight is often subject to delivery of cargo at destination. If a ship is lost
during the voyage, freight will not be paid. The same applies when part
of the freight is at risk.
Another exposure is liability in a General Average or salvage situation.
Since the freight at risk benefits from General Average or salvage, it
must contribute to General Average or the salvage award. Even in a
collision case, unearned freight may be exposed. Protection for such
liability is also afforded by this cover.
Freight All Risk Cover may be placed on a voyage basis or on a
continuous (‘time’) cover.
Freight All Risk excludes war perils, but War Insurance is available.
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Freight All Risk Cover

Who can be covered?
••Shipowners
••Charterers

Limits

Standard limit up to USD 40 million per event
(higher limits on request)

Deductibles
No deductibles

IMPORTANT EXCLUSIONS
••War – separate War Insurance is available.

www.swedishclub.com
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Mortgagees Interest Insurance
(MII) and Mortgagees Interest
Additional Perils Pollution
Insurance
These insurances will protect a bank or lender’s mortgage if the
insurances of the borrower or shipowner do not respond.

How does this insurance work?
In a loan agreement between a
shipowner and a mortgagee, a
provision will state that the mortgagee
is entitled to the proceeds from H&M,
Hull Interest, Freight Interest, War and
P&I covers. This provision is formalised
in a notice of assignment.
For practical reasons the two parties
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agree that in the event of claims below
a certain amount, the insurer is allowed
to pay the owner, shipyard or other
party directly. This is done through the
Loss Payable Clause (LPC).
The insurers and sometimes the
brokers issue a Letter of Undertaking

The Swedish Club

(LOU) in favour of the mortgagee,
based on a notice of assignment and
loss payable clause. In the LOU the
insurer agrees to honour the notice of
assignment and loss payable clause.
In addition the LOU stipulates that
insurance cover cannot be materially
altered or terminated without the

Mortgagees Interest Insurance

Who can be covered?
••Bank and Lenders

Limits

Maximum limit USD 100 million per accident
or occurrence

Deductibles
None

IMPORTANT EXCLUSIONS
••Claims covered under H&M, Hull Interest, Freight
Interest, War and P&I insurance.
••Legal costs.
••Insolvency of H&M, Hull Interest, Freight Interest,
War and P&I insurer.

insurers notifying the bank, allowing the
bank to make sure the vessel is fully
covered from an insurance perspective.
The notice of assignment, loss
payable clause and LOU protect the
mortgagee’s vested interest in the ship/
asset and the outstanding loan amount
with regards to claims, provided that
the insurances respond and that the
claim is covered.
In some circumstances the
insurances will not respond. This is
very rare and, typically, this might

occur if the assured is in breach of
warranties or has acted with gross
negligence. Since covers are void
in these circumstances, there is
no payment from insurers and the
mortgagee could face a loss of parts
or the whole loan amount.
Mortgagees can protect themselves by
buying a Mortgagee Interest Insurance
(MII) and Mortgagees Interest
Additional Perils Pollution Insurance.
This insurance covers the
outstanding loan amount, should
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the other covers become void.
In some cases the mortgagee
purchases this cover and charges
the owners. The cover can also be
arranged by owners, in favour of
the mortgagee.
MII and MII Additional Perils
Pollution Insurance pay the lender
up to the outstanding loan balance,
subject to the policy limits in the
event that the borrower’s P&I, H&M,
Hull Interest, Freight Interest or War
insurers deny cover due to breach
of warranty.
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Innocent Owners
Interest Insurance

This insurance will protect an owner of a vessel that has been chartered out in a bareboat arrangement. If the
bareboat charterer’s Hull and/or Increased Value cover would not respond, this insurance will offer protection to
the owner of the vessel.
Innocent Owners Interest (IOI) Insurance pays the owner of a vessel up to the insured value, subject to the policy
limits in the event that the bareboat charterer’s H&M, Hull Interest, Freight Interest or War insurers deny cover
due to breach of warranty.
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Innocent Owners Interest Insurance

Who can be covered?
••Shipowners
••Mortgagees

Limits

Maximum limit USD 100 million per accident
or occurrence

Deductibles
None

IMPORTANT EXCLUSIONS
••Claims covered under H&M, Hull Interest, Freight
Interest, War and P&I insurances.
••Legal costs.
••Insolvency of H&M, Hull Interest, Freight Interest,
War and P&I insurer.

How does this insurance work?
In a bareboat charterparty there is
a provision stating that the actual
owner is entitled to the proceeds from
H&M cover and any Increased Value
Insurance, in case of a total loss or if
the claim exceeds a set value.
Hull or Increased Value Insurance,
in some instances, will not respond
to a claim. Typically, this is when
the assured - in this instance the
bareboat charterer - is in breach
of warranties or acted with gross
negligence. Since cover at that time

is void, there is no payment from the
insurers and, therefore, the actual
owner will not receive any proceeds.
In most instances the mortgagee is
protected by a notice of assignment,
embracing both the actual owner
and the bareboat charterer. The
mortgagee will be covered for any
breach of contract which makes
ordinary cover void, through
a special Mortgagee Interest
Insurance. The actual owner
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needs a parallel cover for its own
investments and exposure, for the
same reason: cover becoming void
due to an act by the assured.
Innocent Owners Interest Insurance
may be claimed only if normal
cover becomes void for the vessel’s
agreed sum insured. If there is no
loan the IOI provides full cover up to
the sum insured.
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War Insurance
War Insurance provides cover for damage due to acts of war. It
provides cover against war and marine terrorism perils that are
normally excluded from all other marine policies.

How does this insurance work?
Under War Insurance, claims as a result of the following perils
are covered:
•• War, civil war, revolution, rebellion, insurrection and civil strife resulting
therefrom
•• Torpedoes, mines and all weapons of war whether derelict or not
•• Capture, taking at sea, arrest, seizure, restraint or detainment by any
government or other authority
•• Confiscation or expropriation by any government or other authority
•• Riots, civil commotions, strikes, lockouts and other similar labour
disturbances
•• Piracy
•• Malicious acts or vandalism, in each case from a political motive or
related to war
•• Acts of sabotage or terrorism, in each case from a political motive or
related to war
The Club offers comprehensive worldwide war risk cover based on the
war conditions associated with the entry for H&M conditions.
In addition, the War Insurance has a separate independent limit for
liability risks. There is a general six months blocking and trapping cover,
including a Loss of Hire cover up to six months.
The extent of cover under a War policy can include all the following Hull
and P&I risks:
•• H&M
•• Loss of Hire
•• Hull Interest/Disbursements
•• Freight Interest
•• Collision Liability
•• General Average
•• P&I liabilities
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War Insurance

Who can be covered?
••Shipowners

Limits

Maximum Limit/Insured Value War: USD 300
million

Deductibles

Normally none however some may apply
(Loss of Hire)

IMPORTANT EXCLUSIONS
••Notice of Cancellation, Automatic Termination
of Cover, War, Nuclear etc. and Cyber Attack
Exclusion Clause 2004-01-01 (W.1.3).
••Cyber Attack Exclusion Clause 2004-01-01
(W.1.3) can be reinstated upon request.

The Swedish Club
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Kidnap for Ransom &
Hijack Insurance
Marine kidnap for ransom and hijacking are significant and real threats to
shipowners’ vessels and those who serve on them around the world. Properly
managing a kidnapping or hijacking for ransom is essential to protecting the
life and well-being of the crew as well as an organisation’s assets.
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Kidnap for Ransom & Hijack Insurance

Kidnap for Ransom and Hijack (K&R) Insurance protects organisations against the
financial loss that can arise when the crew and/or vessel is seized or detained for
ransom. It protects a shipowner against various costs that may not be covered under
other insurances when a vessel is hijacked and/or the crew is kidnapped, and provides
access to K&R experts as well as various other consultants that will assist to resolve the
incident successfully.

How does this insurance work?
K&R Insurance provides cover for various
costs such as: ransom, in-transit loss of
ransom money, crisis consultants, legal
liability costs and additional expenses
(including but not limited to death and injury
to crew members, as well as rehabilitation
costs) that a shipowner might have following
an event where the vessel and/or crew has
been hijacked or kidnapped by individuals who
have the intention of only releasing them upon
payment of the ransom.
To resolve a hijacking or a kidnap for
ransom event is a complicated matter
because of the stakes involved – human life
and assets such as the vessel and cargo –
as well as the criminal nature of the event
and the difficult legal environment. It is

The Swedish Club

therefore essential to have proper insurance
in place and insurance that also gives
owners access to consultants and other
experts who have long experience with
these kind of situations.
Cover is provided on an insured event basis,
which is defined as an event that involves
a kidnapping or a hijacking. The K&R
Insurance responds to the perils named
overleaf and provides cover during and after
the event has occurred.
Premium is charged on an annual basis for
worldwide trading, with excluded areas for
which trading can/may be allowed at an
additional premium, but can be offered for
excluded areas only.
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Kidnap for Ransom & Hijack Insurance

Who can be covered?
••Shipowners

Limits

Maximum limit USD 30 million per event and
with sublimits for:
Ransom
USD 10 million per event
In-transit loss of ransom monies
USD 10 million per event
Crisis consultants
Unlimited per event
Legal liability costs
USD 5 million per event
Additional expenses
USD 5 million per event
Sublimits additional expenses
Rest and rehabilitation
USD 250,000 per event
Fuel oil
USD 250,000 per event
Port authorities
USD 250,000 per event
Personal accident
USD 250,000 per event
Sublimit per insured person
USD 25,000 per event
Sublimit per seaman
USD 25,000 per event
Sublimit per loss of extremity
50% per insured person
Sublimit per loss of sight
100% per insured person
Sublimit per loss of limb
100% per insured person
Sublimit per permanent total
Disablement
100% per insured person
Death
100% per insured person

Deductibles
None
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Kidnap for Ransom & Hijack Insurance

IMPORTANT EXCLUSIONS
••Criminal act or attempt to defraud the
underwriters.
••Improper surrender of money.
••Physical loss of, or damage to, a vessel
and/or any property.
••Loss of hire.
••War.
••Excluded areas.

www.swedishclub.com
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Cash On Board
Insurance
This insurance covers the Master’s cash, held on board to pay for
sundries. The primary risks are theft and loss due to fire, or the
vessel becoming a total loss. Cash On Board Insurance is designed
for cash stored in a safe on board the ship. In addition, cover may
be extended to delivery of cash to the ship.

How does this insurance work?
Depending on the size of the vessel and more particularly, its trade, the
Master may have significant cash on board for sundry payments. This
is an insurable risk as cash and money are excluded from ordinary H&M
cover and are also excluded under P&I rules.
The cover provided is for cash in the Master’s safe, on the basis that a
number of security measures are taken. These include storage of the
cash in a safe kept locked at all times. Only the Master of the vessel
should have the key or code for the safe. Should cash be stolen or
destroyed, the cover will indemnify the amount lost.
There is also a possibility that cash could be lost during delivery to the
vessel. There is additional insurance available, to extend coverage to
cash in transit. Once again, a few security precautions must be followed.
The cash should be kept in the charge of a person or, if stored, in a safe.
The money may never be left in any package that is not under direct
observation by the person delivering the money.
The premium for each of these covers depends on trading patterns and
where the transit of money is made.
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Cash On Board Insurance

Who can be covered?
••Shipowners

Limits

USD 1 million

Deductibles

5% of sum insured

IMPORTANT EXCLUSIONS
••Excluding claims recoverable under the vessel’s
ordinary P&I cover.
••War.

The Swedish Club
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Commission Interest Insurance
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Commission
Interest Insurance
There are situations, such as sale and purchase or charter
arrangements, where the shipowner or vessel charterer stands to
receive a commission if the deal goes through. This commission
may be at risk, in the sense that payment depends on the vessel
being delivered, or the charter concluded. Commission Interest
Insurance addresses such risks.

How does this insurance work?
The most common use of this cover is in the context of a charter. The
owner or charterer who is chartering out the ship, stands to receive a
commission when the charter commences.
If the ship is lost prior to the actual date of charter commencement,
the commission is also lost. This insurable interest can be protected by
Commission Interest Insurance.
This cover is based on Total Loss Only cover, for the amount of the
commission. In addition, War Insurance may be arranged.

Who can be covered?
••Receiver of commission

Limits

USD 2 million

Deductibles
None
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Loss of Anticipated Profits
Insurance
Loss of Anticipated Profits Insurance protects the locked in profit on a vessel that has been sold prior to being
completed by the shipyard, providing cover for the lost profit the owner of the vessel being built would experience
if the vessel cannot be delivered or is delayed in its delivery to new buyers.

How does this insurance work?
Example: A vessel is ordered from a shipbuilding yard
at USD 45 million. Six months before the delivery of the
vessel a contract of sale is entered into with a new buyer
at a price of USD 55 million. The buyer will take delivery of
the vessel upon completion.
The contract stipulates that the new buyer does not have
to take delivery if the vessel cannot be delivered on time or
if it delayed beyond six months.

One month before the vessel is completed a fire in the
shipyard affects the vessel and it becomes a total loss.
The original owner will obtain the deposit back from the
shipyard and will also receive an additional USD 10 million
from its Loss of Anticipated Profits Insurance due to the fact
that it will not be able to deliver the vessel to the new owner
and thereby lose the profit on the resale of the vessel.
If the Loss of Anticipated Profits Insurance had not been
purchased the owner would only receive the deposit back.

The original owner who ordered the vessel at the yard takes
out Loss of Anticipated Profits Insurance for USD 10 million
for the period between the signing of the contract with the
new buyer and the actual delivery.
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Loss of Anticipated Profits Insurance

Who can be covered?
••Shipowners

Limits

Maximum limit USD 20 million per event
(higher limits on request)

Deductibles
None

IMPORTANT EXCLUSIONS
••War.
••Bankruptcy of shipyard.

The Swedish Club
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Purchaser’s/Seller’s
Interest Insurance

Purchaser’s/Sellers Interest Insurance protects the status quo re profit for the buyer or seller of a vessel against
a total loss of the vessel before it is delivered to the new owner.

How does this insurance work?
A vessel for sale may be closed at a price favourable for the
seller or the purchaser. If delivery is set for a certain date in
the future and the vessel is subsequently lost during that
time, either party can make a financial loss, and this is where
Purchaser’s/Seller’s Interest Insurance comes into play.
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When a contract for sale is concluded and the price fixed,
it is often subject to delivery a few months ahead. If the
seller is convinced that it has obtained a good price for
the vessel, in excess of current insurance cover, it has an
additional financial interest to protect. The cover provided
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Purchaser’s/Seller’s Interest Insurance

is for total loss only. The interest insured is the difference
between the current insured values under the H&M and
any Increased Value policies.

The cover is for Total Loss Only in both cases. In addition,
a War cover for the exposure can be arranged.

The same applies to a purchaser which acquires a ship
for later delivery. Prices in the secondhand market are
going up and the price given for the ship is unlikely to
cover an equivalent substitute. This price differential can
be protected, for total loss of the undelivered vessel, by
means of Purchaser’s Interest Insurance.

www.swedishclub.com
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Purchaser’s/Seller’s Interest Insurance

Who can be covered?
••Shipowners

Limits

Maximum limit USD 20 million per accident or
occurrence (higher limits on request)

Deductibles
None

IMPORTANT EXCLUSIONS
••War (but can be arranged separately).
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Contact
Head Office Gothenburg
Visiting address: Gullbergs Strandgata 6,
411 04 Gothenburg
Postal address: P.O. Box 171,
SE-401 22 Gothenburg, Sweden
Tel: +46 31 638 400, Fax: +46 31 156 711
E-mail: swedish.club@swedishclub.com
Emergency: +46 31 151 328
Piraeus
5th Floor, 87 Akti Miaouli, 185 38 Piraeus, Greece
Tel: +30 211 120 8400, Fax: +30 210 452 5957
E-mail: mail.piraeus@swedishclub.com
Emergency: +30 6944 530 856
Hong Kong
Suite 6306, Central Plaza, 18 Harbour Road,
Wanchai, Hong Kong
Tel: +852 2598 6238, Fax: +852 2845 9203
E-mail: mail.hongkong@swedishclub.com
Emergency: +852 2598 6464
Tokyo
2-14, 3 Chome, Oshima, Kawasaki-Ku
Kawasaki, Kanagawa 210-0834, Japan
Tel: +81 44 222 0082, Fax: +81 44 222 0145
E-mail: mail.tokyo@swedishclub.com
Emergency: +81 44 222 0082
Oslo
Dyna Brygge 9, Tjuvholmen
N-0252 Oslo, Norway
Tel: +47 9828 1822, Mobile: +47 9058 6725
E-mail: mail.oslo@swedishclub.com
Emergency: +46 31 151 328

Emergency: +46 31 151 328
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